
# 2556, GOLF-FRONT VILLA IN CAP CANA:
STUNNING 5-BR RETREAT 

  Single Family Detached.   $
2,500,000  

Cap Cana, Dominican Republic
Luxurious Living Awaits: Secure Your Piece of Paradise: Exquisite 5 Bedroom Villa in Cap Cana
Discover Cap Cana where sheer luxury awaits in this inspiring 5-bedroom villa. Situated on the
prestigious Punta Espada golf course in enchanting Cap Cana, this property offers an unparalleled
level of sophistication and comfort. Every room in this stunning residence offers panoramic views of
the lush greens, inviting you to truly immerse yourself in the awe-inspiring beauty of nature. Step
inside and experience an expansive floor plan that seamlessly blends elegance with functionality. A
grand living room, formal dining room and gourmet kitchen with top-of-the-line appliances await,
providing the perfect space for culinary creations and moments of gastronomic excellence. Cross
the threshold into a private oasis that beckons with its sparkling pool. Whether you're entertaining
guests or seeking solace with loved ones, this idyllic setting will envelop you in a state of pure bliss.
Let the soothing ambiance and breathtaking golf course views provide the perfect backdrop for
moments of relaxation. The spacious bedrooms offer havens of tranquility, each with an en-suite
bathroom and ample closet space. Embrace the serenity and create your own personal retreat
within these walls. With high ceilings and abundant natural light throughout the villa, an atmosphere
of timeless charm and sophistication permeates every corner. This exceptional property will appeal
to those seeking a permanent residence or an extraordinary vacation home that will exceed all
expectations. Don't let this opportunity pass you by. Own your own piece of paradise where the
elegance of the golf course seamlessly blends with your lifestyle. Seize the moment and indulge in
the pinnacle of refined living in this captivating Cap Cana villa.

Name

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed :  5
Bath :  5

LAND INFORMATION:
Sq. ft. :  11298
Lot Size :  25308

BUILDING INFORMATION:
Built on :  0
Remodeled on :  0
Number of Floors : 
Floor area (Lower) :  0
Floor area (Main
Level)

:  0

Floor area (Upper) :  0
Floor area (Total) :  0
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